
Lively®

Task and Side Seating

Lively task and side seating bring advanced features, smart ergonomics, and a light-scale 

aesthetic to create comfortable, inspiring environments where people can do their mind’s 

best work. Its thin profile and countless fabric options let you pick a design that’s all your 

own. Blend in or furnish your space with bold style—all at an affordable price that doesn’t 

compromise quality.



Comfort You Can Count On

With Lively, you benefit from Haworth’s industry-leading ergonomic 

research and human performance in a chair that’s engineered to rest 

and support your body. Like all Haworth task seating, Lively has a 

stringent warranty for worry-free maintenance so you can count on 

its longevity. Complement task seating with the Lively side chair to 

provide guest seating or enable collaborative activities.

Features

Lively blends comfort-enhancing ergonomic features, performance-

tuned quality, and contemporary design to support people for the 

long term.

Tension Back – Provides proper support through strategically 

tensioned zones and torsional flex to ensure movement throughout 

the day; material offers breathability for temperature comfort;  

fully-upholstered version with a slim foam pad also available.

Optional height-adjustable lumbar – Allows four inches of 

adjustment to support the natural curvature of your spine.

Pneumatic seat height – Ensures lower limb comfort and eye level.

Mechanism – Enables a comfortable, relaxed posture through 

weight-assisted tilt tension.

Standard back lock – Allows you to lock the seat back in an upright 

position for computer tasks.

Frame and base – Available in standard plastic with black finish.
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Arms – Ensure comfort and proper support of the neck, shoulders, 

and back in different working postures; choose from 4D (adjust in 

height, side-to-side, front-to-back, and pivot), height-adjustable, or 

fixed arms; armless model also available.

Optional forward tilt – Adjusts downward from initial position to 

support an upright, forward posture.

Optional Seat-Depth Adjustment – Reduces pressure behind your 

knees through its 2-inch sliding seat adjustment and waterfall edge.

Optional glides or casters (side chair) – Offer choice for stackability 

or mobility.

Stacking (side chair with glides) – 5-high on the floor to free up 

floor space.

Side chair – Complements task seating; available in tension back or 

fully-upholstered; fixed arms or armless.

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Choose from nine colors for the tension back and a wide range of 

textile options for fully upholstered chairs. Leather and faux leather 

are available for both task and side chairs.

Certifications

• GREENGUARD® certified

• BIFMA® LEVEL® 2 certified

Awards and Innovations

• Best of NeoCon Gold Award, 2012 (Lively Task Chair)

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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